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$([2],[8],[10],[14],[15])$ , – , –
(SDE) (
), Euler-Maruyama 1. , $[4],[9]$
.




\S 1 Skorohod SDE Skorohod problem(equation)
. \S 2 Skorohod SDE Euler-Maruyama , \S 3
. \S 4
.
1Skorohod $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}/\mathrm{e}\mathrm{q}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ and Skorohod SDE
[12] , $D\subset R^{d}$ , Condition (A), (B) .
, normal vector :
$N_{x,r}=$ {$n:|n|=1,$ $B$ (x–rn, $r)\cap D=\emptyset$}, $r>0$ ,
$N_{x}=\cup N_{x,r}r>0$ ’
$x\in\partial D$ .
, $B(y, r)=\{z\in R^{d} : |z-y|<r\},$ $y\in R^{d},$ $r>0$ .
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Condition (B) $\delta>0$ $\beta\in[1, \infty)$ , :
$x\in\partial D$ ,
$\langle\ell_{x}, n\rangle\geq 1/\beta$ for any $n\in$ $\cup$ $N_{y}.\cdot$
$y\mathrm{C}B(x,\delta)\text{ }D$
, $\langle\cdot, \cdot\rangle$ $R^{d}$ .
Remark 1.1 $D$ $r_{0}>0$ Condition (A) .
Remark 12 ([12] Remark 1.3) $D$ Condition (A) dist $(x,\overline{D})<r_{0}$
, dist $(x_{1}\overline{D})=|x-$ $\overline{x}\in\overline{D}$ – . $x\in.D$
$\overline{x}=x$ , $x\not\in.D$ $\overline{x}\in\partial D$ .
Skorohod $\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}/\mathrm{e}\mathrm{q}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}$ $2w$ , $(x, \varphi)$
Skorohod problem \nu \searrow Skorohod equation .
$\{$




. $\varphi(t)$ : , $\varphi(0)=0$
. $\varphi(t)=\int_{0}^{t}n(s)d|\varphi|_{s}$ , $| \varphi|_{t}=\int_{0}^{t}I_{\{}(S)\in\partial D\}(xs)d|\varphi|_{s}$
. $n(s)\in N_{x(s)}$ if $x(s)\in\partial D$ .
, $|\varphi|_{t}$ $\varphi$ $[0, t]$ , $I_{A}(s)=\{$
1, $s\in A$ ,
$0,$ $s\not\in A$
.
Skorohod SDE $\sigma$ : $R^{d}arrow R^{d}\otimes R^{d}$ , $b:R^{d}arrow R^{d}$ , Lipschitz
: $K>0$ , $x,$ $y\in\overline{D}$
$|\sigma(x)|+|b(x)|\leq K$, $|\sigma(x)-\sigma(y)|+|b(x)-b(y)|\leq K|x-y|$ .
, $(\Omega, \mathcal{F}, P)$ Skorohod SDE .
(1.1) $\{_{X\in\overline{D}}^{x}(t)=,$







$\Phi(t)$ : , $\Phi(0)=0$
. $\Phi(t)=\int_{0}^{t}n(S)d|\Phi|_{S}$ , $| \Phi|_{t}=\int_{0}^{t}I_{\{\mathrm{x}}(_{S)\in\partial}D\}(_{S})d|\Phi|_{s}$
. $n(s)\in N_{\mathrm{x}(s)}$ if $X(s)\in\partial D$ .
, $B(\cdot)$ $F_{t}$ -Brown .
– $([3],[12],[16]$
), (1.1) .
Theorem 1.1 $([12.])$ $D$ Condition (A) (B) , (1.1) ( )
– .
2 Euler-Maruyama scheme
$\triangle_{n}$ : $0=t_{0}<t_{1}<t_{2}<=\cdot\cdot<$ $=T$ ( $[0,$ $T]$ )
$| \triangle_{n}|=\max_{1\leq k\leq n}|t_{k}-tk-1|$ , $\triangle B(t_{k})=B(t_{k})-B(t_{k}-1)$ , $\triangle t_{k}=t_{k}-t_{k-1}$ .
, Skorohod SDE Euler-Maruyama scheme
( , [8] p.300 ).
$\{_{\tilde{x}^{n}}^{\tilde{X}^{n}(}(t)=\frac{x\in\overline{D},0\leq t<t_{1}}{\tilde{X}^{n}(t_{k-1})+\sigma(\tilde{X}^{n}(tk-1))\triangle B(t_{k})+b(\tilde{X}^{n}(tk-1))\triangle\dot{t}k}t)=,$
, $t_{k}\leq t<t_{k1}+$ ,
Remark 2.1 $D=R^{d}$ SDE Euler-Maruyama scheme
$([1],[5])$ . $[1]$ (Theorem 3) , :
(2.1) $E\{||\tilde{X}^{n}-x||_{\tau}p\}=o(|\triangle_{n}|^{p/}2(-\log|\triangle_{n}|)^{\epsilon}),$ $narrow\infty$ , $\forall_{\mathit{6}}>p/2,2\mathrm{T}\leq p<\infty$ .
, $||w||_{T} \equiv\sup_{0\leq t\leq T}|w(t)|$ .
, .
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Proposition 2.1 $D=R^{d}$ , $|\triangle_{n}|\leq 1/n$ ,
$|\triangle_{n}|^{\beta}||\tilde{x}^{n}-^{x|}|_{\tau}arrow 0$ $a.e.$ , $narrow\infty$ , $- \frac{1}{2}<\beta<0$ .
Proof. $\alpha_{n}=|\triangle_{n}|^{\delta/2}(-\log|\triangle_{n}|)\epsilon/p,\beta=-\frac{1}{2}+\delta+\frac{1}{p}$, $\delta>0,2\leq p<\infty$ ,
$\alpha_{n}arrow 0,$ $narrow\infty$ , (2.1) ,
$\sum_{n=1}^{\mathrm{w}}P(|\triangle_{n}|^{\beta}||\tilde{x}^{n}-x||_{T}>\alpha n)$ $\leq$ $\sum_{n=1}^{\mathrm{w}}\frac{E\{||X^{n}-x||_{\tau}p\}}{\alpha_{n}^{\mathrm{p}}|\triangle_{n}|-p\beta}$
$\leq$ Const. $\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}\frac{|\triangle_{n}|^{p/}2(-\log|\triangle_{n}|)^{\epsilon}}{\alpha_{n}^{p}|\triangle_{n}|^{-p\beta}}$
$=$ $C_{onSt}. \sum_{n=1}^{\infty}|\triangle n|1+p\delta/2$
$\leq$ $\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}(\frac{1}{n}\mathrm{I}^{1}+p\delta/2<\infty$ .
Borel-Cantelli lemma ,
$P$ ( $|\triangle_{n}|^{\beta}||\tilde{X}^{n}-X||T>\alpha_{n}$ $\mathrm{i}.0.)=0$ .
3 Penalty method
$D$ Condition (A) , $U$ : $R^{d}arrow R_{+}$
$([11],[13])$ 3 :
. $U\in C^{1}(R^{d})$
$U(x)=|x-\overline{x}|^{2}$ if dist $(x,\overline{D})\leq r_{0}/2$
16
$D=\{x=(x, y)|4\leq|x|\leq 5\}$ ,
$U(x)=$
. .
, $m=1,2,$ $\ldots$ $\sigma$ (1.1) Skorohod SDE $X$
SDE
$X_{m}(t)=x+ \int_{0}^{t}\sigma(X(s))dB(s)+\int_{0}^{t}b(X_{m}(s))ds$
$- \frac{m}{2}\int_{0}^{t}\nabla U(Xm(s))d_{S}$ , $0\leq t\leq T$




$- \frac{m}{2}\int_{0}^{t}\nabla U(\tilde{X}_{m}(s))ds$ , $0\leq t\leq T$
. $m$ - 4.
.
Theorem 3.1 $([11],[13])$ $D$ Condition $(\mathrm{A}),(\mathrm{B})$ ,
$\lim_{marrow\infty}||X_{m}-X||T=0$ $a.e$ .
Theorem 32 $([6],[7])D$ , $C^{2}$
,
$\lim_{marrow\infty}E\{||\tilde{X}_{m}-X||^{p\}}\tau=0$, $1\leq p<\infty$ .
Remark 31 $\cdot 2\leq p<\infty$ , $\lim_{marrow\infty}E\{||X_{m}-x||_{\tau}p\}=0$ ” $\lim_{marrow\infty}E\{||\tilde{x}_{m}-$
$X||_{T}^{p}\}=0$ .
4 SDE SDE , Lipschitz .
5
$\lim_{marrow\infty}E\mathrm{t}||xm-X||_{\tau}p$ } $=0$ , “ $X_{m}$ $marrow\infty$ $L^{p}$ - ” .
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Corollary 3.1 $\sigma\equiv 1$ (identity matrix) , Condition (A), (B) ,
$\lim_{marrow\infty}||X_{m}-x||\tau=0$ $a.e$ . $\lim_{marrow\infty}||\tilde{X}_{m}-^{x|}|_{\tau}=0$ $a.e$ .
4 Results
$D$ Condition $(\mathrm{A}),(\mathrm{B})$ , $\sigma\equiv 1$ (identity matrix) .
, $T=1$ .
Proposition 41 ([12]) $\epsilon\in(0_{r_{0}},)$ , $M$ :
$X_{m}(t)\in D_{\epsilon}\equiv\{x|\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}(x, D)<\epsilon\}$ , $0\leq t\leq 1,$ $m\geq M$ .
, $M$





, [11] Lemma II-22, Proposition II-21 ( , [13] Lemma 42, Proposition
41 ) , $M$
(4.1) $\triangle_{0,1,1/m}(w_{m})<\frac{\epsilon}{12}e^{-L}$ , $\forall_{m\geq M}$
$X_{m}(t)\in D_{\epsilon},$ $0\leq t\leq 1$ . Brownian
path $b$ ,
$\triangle_{0,1,1/m}(w_{m})$ $\leq$ $\triangle_{0,1,1/m}(B)+K\cdot\frac{1}{m}$









, $c=C_{\mathit{0}}nSt$ . , $\exp\{cm\epsilon^{2}\}>1+cm\epsilon^{2}+\frac{1}{2}(cm\mathcal{E}^{2})^{2}$ , (4.1)
$\epsilon^{2}\leq-\frac{1}{cm}+\frac{1}{c\sqrt{m}}\sqrt{2-\frac{1}{m}}$
. $marrow\infty$ $o(m^{-\frac{1}{2}+\delta})$ , $\forall_{\delta}>0$
.
Proposition 4.2 $marrow\infty$ , $\epsilon=\epsilon(m)>0$ , $X_{m}(t)\in D_{\epsilon}$ , $0\leq$
$t\leq 1$ . , $\epsilon=o(m^{-\frac{1}{4}})+\delta$ , $marrow\infty,\delta\forall>0$ .
, $\tilde{X}_{m}^{n}(t)$ $X_{m}(t),$ $0\leq t\leq 1$ Euler-Maruyama , Proposi-
tion 2.1 .
Theorem 4.1 $\delta,$ $\delta’>0$ ,
$n^{\frac{1}{2}-\delta}||\tilde{X}^{n}-mX_{m}||_{1}arrow 0$ $a.e.$ , $narrow\infty$ ,
$m^{\frac{1}{4}-\delta’}||X_{m}-^{x}||_{1}arrow 0$ $a.e.$ , $marrow\infty$ .
Remark 4.1 , $m$ 1
, $m$ $X_{m}$ Euler-Maruyama .
, SDE .
Remark 4.2 $D$ , ( $L^{2}$ ) [4]
[9] [10] :
Theorem 4.2 ([9] Theorem 3.1) $D$ ,
$E \{||\tilde{X}_{m}^{n}-X_{m}||_{T}^{2}\}=o((\frac{1}{n}\log n)1/2),$ $narrow\infty$ .
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